Reusable boxes & totes
Cardboard’s compostable but harmful to the environment

Breakthrough structural innovations on boxes
Simple assembly, simplified manufacturing, made in USA

Reusable corrugated boxes / Saving 60%-80% money
100% recyclable, zero waste. Walmart Recycling Playbook:
Polypropylene (PP) container, circular economy solution

ReusePac Inc. - A world leader committed to breakthrough
innovations and supplies on reusable boxes.

ReusePac Inc.

Phone: 954.445.6498

e-mail: info@ReusePac.com

Ft. Lauderdale, FL USA

Fax: 954.217.3829

Website: www.ReusePac.com
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Cardboard Problems



100 billion cardboard boxes are produced and used in the US annually.



Dumped or recycled after one time use, expensive, harming environment.



Cardboard account for 30% solid waste in municipal landfill.

ReusePac Solutions
Reuse dozens to 100 times; Cut down 85% carbon footprint;
Save big money and natural resources; Reverse deforestation.

Breakthrough Innovations on Boxes

Zero Waste Solutions



Interlocked side flap mechanism.

Reduce 95% solid waste in landfills.



T shaped snap fit panel binder.



Hollow rod to C shaped groove interlocked
corner posts for bulk containers & shelters.



Compact size collapse folding.



Patented.

Plastics
ReusePac is made of corrugated
healthy polypropylene (PP) sheets,
reusable & 100% recyclable, not
single-use plastics.
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Paradigm Solutions for Circular Economy

Eco Benefits
Eco Savings

EPA Criteria Pollutants

Energy
82%
Solid Waste 95%
Global Warming 85%
Reverse deforestation

Particulate 98%
Nitrogen Oxides 83%
Sulfur Oxides 90%

COP26: World leaders pledge to end deforestation by 2030. 105 countries
pledge to cut methane emissions by 30%.
Two or three reusable boxes in your hands could save a tree from cardboard
boxes and reduce methane emission from cardboard decomposition in landfill.
EPA recognized reuse to create a circular economy in Nov. 2021.
Social impact: Tangible reusable boxes make it popular for Eco awareness to
advocacy to action on circular economy and fighting climate change.
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Broad Applications
Retail
Grocery
Consumer market
Fruit and produce
Restaurant
Warehouse
Schools
Medical Device

eCommerce
Supply chains
Cold chains
Foods
Automotive
Transportation
Agriculture
Etc.

ReusePac boxes fill the huge void between cardboard boxes
and plastic containers.
ReusePac totes are solutions for the plastic bag ban, and 80%
shoppers who drive for grocery and retail.

Corrugated Box Product Line
 Reusable boxes
 Reusable totes
 Reusable bulk containers
 Customized reusable boxes
 Rigid homeless shelters / play houses
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Product Lines

Interlocked Flap and Snap Fit Boxes

Corrugated PP Boxes with No Welds, No Glue, No Velcro or Any Accessories.

In Many Different Sizes

Corrugated Totes & Folding

Nestable Space Age Totes

Easy & Durable Interlocks

Light Totes for Grocery
Shoppers in Plastic Bag Ban

More Designs & Applications

Heavy Duty & Stackable

Hollow Rod to C-Groove
Interlocked Corner Posts
Interlocked Corner
Post Bulk Container
Corrugated Panel
Homeless Shelter
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Comparisons with Cardboard
Assembly Simplicity
Need to close
and seal bottom
panels with
packing tapes.

No work on the
box bottom. No
flipping over for
assembly.

No Packing Tapes
Packing tapes on
the cardboard top
& bottom. Packing
tapes damage surfaces.

Self locking, no
packing tapes
unless for mailing, leaving
surfaces intact.

Collapse Folding

Cardboard box:
Double layers
collapse in large
size folding.

ReusePac:
1/2 - 1/4 size of
cardboard fold.
Compact sizes.

Time to Assemble and Seal
Cardboard box:
34 sec

ReusePac:
18 sec
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Competitions

Cardboard boxes (Actual competition)

Side flap fold-down box can’t build height

Corrugated PP boxes with welds, glue, Velcro, buckles or auto bottom.
Costly to make and expensive to ship due to non-collapse.

Cardboard bulk containers

Expensive heavy duty bulk containers

Heavy collapsible plastic containers

Nestable plastic containers
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Box Features













Breakthrough structural innovations on corrugated reusable boxes.
Reuse dozens to 100 times. Simple assembly. Easy to wash and dry.
Self locking, no packing tapes unless for mailing.
Consumers use the same box for shipping, storage and shopping.
Standing flutes at all sides, 250 lb. stack loads, light weight.
Made of polypropylene (PP), 100% recyclable, not single-use plastics.
Walmart Recycling Playbook: PP container, Circular Economy Solution.
Only one die-cut in manufacturing after PP sheet extrusion. Low costs.
No welds, No glue, No Velcro or auto bottom, or any accessories.
One piece folder, compact collapse folding.
Light weight but strong and durable.

Business Impact


Patented in the US and internationally, licensing and partnership.



Made in USA and major countries in the world.



High sales commissions for reps and distributors.



Tangible reusable solutions for social Eco awareness to advocacy to action.



Trending in sustainability and circular economy.

Let’s think outside the box and
become leaders in the era of change.
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